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Analyses and measurements have shown anomalous behaviour of ferrofluids in ac magnetic fields, whereby in 
a rotating magnetic field the ferrofluid can be pumped but the flow direction can reverse as a function of magnetic 
field amplitude, frequency, and direction. This anomalous behaviour is investigated using the governing fluid 
mechanical linear and angular momentum conservation equations including non-symmetric viscous and Maxwell 
stress tensors. Here, a simple case has been examined where applied magnetic field components along and 
tr.ansverse to the duct axis are spatially uniform and vary sinusoidally with time. In the uniform magnetic field the 
magnetization characteristic depends on fluid spin velocity but does not depend on fluid flow velocity. The 

magnetization force density along the duct axis is zero while the magnetic torque density is non~zero as if and if 
are not collinear due to a magnetic relaxation time constant as well as due to spatially varying fluid spin velocity. 
The governing linear and angular momentum conservation equations then require non-symmetric fluid viscous and 
Maxwell stress tensors. Ferrofluid behaviour in ac magnetic fields offer an excellent experimental system to 
examine this unusual type of coupled electro-mechanical system. The governing equations are numerically 
integrated to solve for flow and spin velocity distributions for zero shear spin viscosity as a function of magnetic 
field strength, phase, frequency, and direction along and transverse to the duct axis; as a function of pressure 
gradient along the duct; vortex viscosity; dynamic viscosity; and ferrofluid magnetic susceptibility. Analytical 
solutions for simple limiting cases are given especially focussing on the case when the effective dynamic viscosity 
that depends on magnetic field strength can be made positive, zero or negative. Negative effective dynamic 
viscosity may explain the observed flow reversals while simple approximate theory for the transition point where 
the effective viscosity goes through zero predicts an infinite flow and spin velocity in response to a pressure 
gradient. The shear coefficient of spin viscosity, non-linear effects, and flow instabilities most likely limits the fluid 
mechanical response to remain large but finite. Numerical integrations show the highly non-linear and multi-valued 
solutions for flow and spin velocities when the shear spin viscosity coefficient is zero. 

The motion of ferrofluid in a travelling wave along the duct axis Fz=f..lo (M . V') Hz is zero. Fluid 
magnetic field has been paradoxical as many mechanical analysis has been developed to extend 
investigators l 

,2 find critical magnetic field strength traditional viscous fluid flows to' account for the 
and frequency ranges where the fluid moves non-symmetric stress tensor that results when M 
opposite to the direction of the travelling wave 

and Ii are not collinear and to then simultaneously (backward pumping) while outside these ranges the 
satisfy linear and angular momentum conservation ferrofluid moves in the same direction (forward 
for the ferrofluid3

•pumping). The values of critical magnetic field 
strength and frequency depend on the concentration Recent analyses on ferrofluid motion in 

travelling wave magnetic fields with sinusoidalof the suspended magnetic particles and the fluid 
time and space dependence have shown bothviscosity. Under ac magnetic fields, fluid viscosity 
forward and backward pumping when fluidacting -en the magnetic particles suspended in the 
convection and spin effects are included in the ferro fluid causes the magnetization M to lag 
studyl. In that analysis, 'the magnetic fields were 

beh*nd a travelling Ii , With M not collinear with non-uniform and force and torque densities were 
Ii , there is a body torque density T=f..lo (M x Ii ) non-zero. In this paper, ferrofluid motion is being 
acting on the ferrofluid even in a uniform magnetic investigated in spatially uniform sinusoidally time 
field even though the magnetization force density varying magnetic fields, both linearly polarized4,s 
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as well as travelling', where torque density is non
zero but force density along the duct axis is zero. 
By imposing unifonn magnetic fields, it. has been 
detmnined that hOw fluid flow is alfected by 
different magnetic field variations including an 
axial component only, a transverse component 
only, and both axial and transverse components 
that are in phase for a linearly po1arizec:l field as 
well as magnetic field components not in phase 
resulting in a rotating unifonit magnetic field. In 
the- small spin velocity limit, how the effective 
viscosity depends on magnetic field strength and 
frequency so that the effective viscosity can be 
made larger or smaller than the flUid dynamic 
viscosity, including zero and negative effective 
viscosity has been shown. This analysis is in 
agreement with reported de and low frequency 
measurements of increases in effective viscosity 
while over a range ofmagnetic. field amplitude and 
frequency the effective viscosity can ·decrease6

• In 
addition, the small spin velocity limif is relaxed 
and multi-valued solutions are obtained by 
numerically integrating the governing non-linear 
differential equations with zero shear spin 
viscosity. 

Map.etlzation of Ferron.ids 

MagDetb:8tiOD coDstitutlve law . 

The ,magnetization relaxation equation with 
ferrofluid undergoing simultaneous magneti7.ation 
and reorientation due to' fluid convection at 
velocity v and particle spin at angular velocity tV 
iSI,3-', 

8M - - 1 - '-+(v.V)M -tVxM +-[M - %0H]=0 ••. (1)
8t T 

where T. is a relaxation time constant and Xo is the . 
effective magnetic susceptibility which in general 
can be magnetic field dependent but in this paper 
will be taken to be constant. For the planar 
fen:.ofluid layer shown in Fig. 1, the flow velocity 
can only be z-directed and the spin velocity can 
only be y-directed, both quantities only varying 
with the x coordinate 

... (2) 

Magaetk fields 
Eq. (1) is being applied to the planar ferrofluid 

layer confined between rigid walls shown in Fi~ 1. 
The imposed magnetic field Hz and magnetic' flux 

density Bx are spatially uniform and are imposed on 
the system by external sources. Because the 
imposed fields are unifotm with the y and z 
coordinates, 'field components can only vary with 
the x coordinate. Gauss's law for the magnetic flux 
density and Ampere's law for the magnetic field 
intensity with zero current density require the 
imposed fields to be uniform throughout the 
ferrofltiid 

- dBV.B=O=>--x =O:::)Bx =constant .... (3) 
dx: 


- ttF.l .
V x H =0 :::) __z = 0 :::) Hz = constant . .. (4)
dx: 

d 

- ..(al H. - RlB.-*!
L...------4-_____...J 'CII---
Fig~ I-A planar ferroiluid layer between rigid walls is 
magnetically stressed by a uniform z-directed magnetic field 
H • .and uniform x-directed magnetic flux density B•• both of 
which vary sinusoidally in time at frequency n 

• 

Fig, 2-Non-dimensional time average torque density 
- 2< Ty >=< Ty > I(PoHo) versus non-dimensional spin 

. velocitY iiJy =OJyT for non-dimensionalangular frequency 

,0=01'=0,1,5,10 with %0 =1 and "with (a) axial 

magnetic field. ( Hz ='Ho' Ax == J.IoHo); (b) transverse 

. magnetic field (Hz:: 0, Ax ,. J.IoHo); (c) linearly ploarized 

magnetic field (Hz == HO' Bx =0); aDd (d) rotating 

: magnetic field (Hz = j H o, Ax =PoHo)' 
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There are no sources for y components of magnetic 

field. Therefore, the total magnetic field H and 

magnetic flux density jj inside the ferro fluid layer 
vary sinusoidally in time and ate of the form, 

- A _ A  rot 
B=9t{[Bx ix + Bz(x)iz]e' } (5) 

- A _ A - 'Ot 
H=9t{[Hx(x)i" +Hziz]e1 

} (6) 


where j = .r-:t and 


jj = Po (H + M). ... (7) 


M" and Mz are needed to be solved in terms of 

the known imposed field amplitudes iI z and iJ.,.. 
Substituting Eqs (5) and (6) into Eq. (-1) relates the 
magnetization components to the magnetic field 

H as, 

(8) 

(9) 

where the second term in Eq. (1) has zero 

contribution because \i is only z-directed and M 
can only vary with x. By taking the x-component of 

Eq. (7) and solving for iI x Eq. (10) is obtained, 

... (10) 

Eqs (11) and (12) represent the magnetization of 
the ferrofluid as a function of the imposed fields 
iI z and iJx and as a function of the not yet known 
spin velocity 0Jy which can vary with position x. 
The magnetization gives rise to a torque on the 
ferrofluid which causes fluid motion and thus a 
non-zero OJy • The resulting 0Jy then changes the 
magnetization. There is a strong magneto
mechanical coupling so that the magnetization arid 
mechanical equations need to be self-consistently 
satisfied. 

Fig. 3--Real frequency 5 as a function of vortex viscosity 

qf for various positive, zero, and negative values of iieff in 

(46) with magnetic field transverse to the duct axis. 

Fluid mechanics 
For incompressible fluids, 

V.V 0; V.m=O ... (13) 

and the coupled linear and angular momentum 

conservation equations for force density 1 and 

torque density T for a fluid in a gravity field - g~ 
are1,3-5 

p[: +(\i.V)v]=-vp+l+2~xm 
'" (14) 

+ (' + TJ) V 2 \i - pgix 

l[ ~~ +(v.V)m]=T+2,(VXV-2m)+TJ'V2m 

... (15) 

where p is the mass density, p is the pressure, ,is 
the vortex viscosity, TJ is the dynamic viscosity, I 
is the moment of inertia density, and TJ' is the 
shear coefficient of spin-viscosity. 

These equations can be applied to the planar 
ferrofluid layer confined between rigid walls 
(Fig. 1). It is assumed that the planar ferrofluid has 
viscous dominated flow so that inertia is negligible 
and is in the steady state so that the fluid responds 
only to the time average magnetic force and torque 
densities. 
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MagBetle: fore:e and torque densities 
Magnetic force density-For O<x<d, the magne

tic force density is given by, 

1=Po(M.V)B ... (16) 

Solving for the x and z components with field com
ponents only constant or varying with x, 

fx=PoM x~x -PoMx![~: -Mx) 
=_11 MdM x =_~(.!.. /I M2)

,-0 x dx dx 2'-0 x 

... (17) 

f =PoM dHz =0 ... (18)
- z x dx 

The time average components of the magnetic 
force density are then, 

d(1 ~ 2)<fx)=-dx "4Po IMx I ... (19) 

<fz)=O ... (20) 

Magnetic torque denSity-Similarly, the torque 
density is given by, 

The torque is only y-directed, 

Ty=-PoM xHz +PoM z[Bx -Mx)

Po' 


=MzBx -PoMx(Hz +Mz) ... (22) 
The time average component of torque density is 
then, 

... (23) 

with superscript asterisks (*) indicating the com
plex conjugate of a complex amplitude field 
quantity. In Fig. 2, non-dimensional tOrque density 

(fy)=<Ty)/(PoH~) is plotted as'a funcition of 

non-dimensional spin velocity jjjy =OJy T with Ho a 

nominal magnetic field amplitude. Four limiting 
cases with the magnetic field purely axially 

directed {Hz =HoJJx =O} purely transversely 

directed (Hz =O,BlI. =JloHo) magnetic field 

linearly polarized with Hz = Ho and Bx =PoH0 

non-zero and in phase, and a rotating magnetic 

field with Hz =jHo andBx =poHo having a 1112 
phase difference. Throughout this paper, non
dimensional variables are indicated with a tilde. In 
Fig. 2, it may be noted that for a stationary spin 
velocity (jjjy =0) that the slope around jjjy =0 is 

negative at low frequencies and positive at high 
frquencies and that both axial and transverse 
magnetic field components must be non-zero to 
have non-zero time average torque at jjjy' =o . 

Coupled linear and angular momentum conser
vation equations---.:.lt is convenient to define a 
modified pressure as, 

... (24) 

whose variation with x is zero from the x 
component of Eq. (14) with vx=O. Then Eqs (14) 
and (15) in the negligible inertia, viscous domi
nated limit become, 

... (25) 

... (26) 

Normalized general equations 
It is convenient to express parameters in non· 

dimensional form indicated with tildes, with time 
normalized to the magnetic relaxation time T, 

space normalized to duct spacing d, and magnetic 
field quantities normalized to a nominal magnetic 
-field strength Ho 

... (27) 

http:equations---.:.lt
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Then the, non-dimensional flow and spin wlocity 
equations are, 

... (28) 

2-' )dO) ~dv -ii'--'I_,(_z+2w +(T )=0
dX 2 dX 'I Y 

... (29) 

where 

(T'I)=~9t[Mz.8: -M:(Hz+MJ ... (30) 

and 

- .1'0 [wJi z + (;0 + 1)B,J 
... (31)

Mx =[w~ +VO + 1l/O + 1+.1'o] 

... (32) 

This set of equations describes the motion of the 
planar ferrofluid layer confined between rigid 
walls with imposed spatially uniform, sinusoidally 
time varying x and z directed magnetic fields. The 
primary complexity of the analysis is that the time 

average torque density (Ty) in Eq. (30) depends in 

a complicated way on the spin velocity iO y which 

depends on x. . 
Substituting Eqs (31 )-(32) into Eq. (30) gives, 

(Ty )= ~o [-iOy [l.8xf-(iO; :"'0 2 +1)+IHz12 

[iO; _02 +(1+ .1'0)2]] 

+ 29t[[.1'0 (iO; - 0 2)+ jO(iO; - 0 2 1- .1'0 h 
[HzB: ]y[[iO~ _02 + 1 + .1'0]2 

+(2+ .1'0)202] ... (33) 

It may be noted that the phase relationship between 

Hz and.8x is very important in the third term of 

the numerator. With T/' '*- 0, iOy must be zero at the 

fixed boundaries at x=O and x=d, and it is useful to 
examine Eq. (33) in the limit of small iO • To first y 

order in iO y , Eq. (33) approximately reduces to, 

... (34) 

where 

.To = .1'o9tlxo02 + jO(02 + 1+ .1'o)][Hz.8:]] 
[i+ .1'0 +02]2 + .1';02 . 

... (35) 

2 a =_.1'0 J!...~B....;-x:...;,_2...:....(O_2_-_1...:....)+_':....:H~z:...:.'_2[::...0__-:::::::-(;;....1+----:.;;..1'.::..;2)_2.::;Jl]] 

2 [1+.1'0+02]2+.1';02 
... (36) 

It may be noted in particular that as shown in 

Fig.2 for purely axial (.8 =0) or transversex 

(Hz =0) magnetic fields that To =0. Again it may 

be noted that a can be positive or negative 
depending on the value of Q compared to 1 or 
1+.1'0; a is positive at high frequencies and negative 
at low frequencies . 

Zero Spin.viscosity (if' =0) Solution Methods 
General solutions 

Simple limiting case of zero spin viscosity 
(11'=0) has been examined. Eq. (29) has been 
differentiated with respect to x, and solved for 
dwy 

dX 

... (37) 

Substituting this into Eq. (28) and solving for 
d1y . 
dx 2z Yields 

... (38) 

I . Entegratmg q. (38) twice, one obtains 

- -) I ap' - 2 IIi< - _ _
vz(x =-;:- :::1_ x --;:- <Ty>dx+kIX+k2


11 ul 11 0 . 


... (39) 
where ·k. and k2 are constants of integration to be 
found from the boundary conditions of zero 
velocity at the rigid boundaries 

'" (40) 
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1Br I~ 1, I Hz 1= 0 1Br 1= 1,1 Hz 1= 0 

x 

.1 

.os 

.01 

'1 • .rI.' 0.' 

.,. 
·n i \ 

.)0 

;;"/J = 1\"\ 
.01 ... ·.01 

Fig. 4-Representative non-linear and multi-valued spin velocity spatial distributions for various positive, zero, and negative 

values of ijeff in a magnetic field transverse to the duct axis at frequency n=10. Spin velocity profiles for ~ values to the (a) 

right and (b) left of the if =0 curve in Fig. 3.
eff 

Applying these boundary conditions to Eq. (39) , 

so that the velocity is 

... (41) 

We solve for lOy (x) in Eq. (37) as 

... (42) 

. .. (43) 

It is noted that Eqs (42) and (43) are not known 

analytical solutions for V and lOy because < T >z. y 

varies with xbecause roy varies with X. However 

Eqs (42) and (43) do help explain key features of 
ferrofluid flow for if' =O. 

When dp' I dZ is larger compared to the torque 

density < Ty >, then the flow velocity Vz will be 

essentially parabolic being maximum at x= 0.5 
which is the usual Poiseuille flow in a planar duct, 
while the spin velocity lOy will be linear with 

respect to x being zero at the midpoint x=0.5. 
If the time average torque density is constant 

with position, then the torque has no contribution 
to the flow velocity as the two torque tenns in 
Eq. (42) cancel but there is a constant torque 
contribution to the spin velocity in Eq. (43) .. If 
there is no pressure gradient, dp' I d Z =0, then the 

solution for lOy in Eq. (43) is a constant, 

independent of x as < Ty > is only constant given 

by Eq. (33). Then the solution to Eq. (42) is 

Vz (.:i) = 0 and roy (x) =< Ty > 12~. The torque is 

constant with position if lOy is constant with 

position as given by Eq. (33) . 

Small spin velocity limit 

If the torque is Ii-':lear with pOSitIOn, it 
contributes parabolically to the flow velocity 
profile and linearly to the spin velocity profile in 
exactly the same way as the pressure gradient so 
that the net effective viscosity is magnetic field 
dependent. This occurs in the small spin velocity 
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~____~____~____~____~~~~i 

Fig. S--Representative non-linear and multi-valued flow velocity spatial distributions for various positive, zero, and negative 

values of ijeJf in a magnetic field transverse to the duct axis at frequency n= IO. Flow velocity profiles for ? values to the (a) 

right and (b) left of the ii"" =0 curve in Fig. 3. 

limit when Eq. (34) is valid. Substituting Eq. (34) 
into Eqs (42)-(43). results in .the approximate flow 
and spin velocity profiles, 

_(_) i(X-l)djj' 
Vz x =. ifeff dZ' ... (44) 

... (45) 

w~ere ,the effective viscosity is 

... (46) 

To compare to previously published results of the 

effective viscosity~ a «2( and Xo«l is 
considered to ttiiithe' change in viscosity is 

,,_ "" _ a ,.. Xo(1-,P)[1 Ell +1 ii z 11,]
lJ.11 _'" (47)

2 t,20+Q2 
)2 

This agrees with the results reported earlier4 in the 
weak field Langevin limit treated there. It may be 
noted that the effective viscosity is decreased for 

fi > I and increased for fi < 1. Referring back to 

the general result of Eq. (46), the effective 
viscosity is zero when 

... (48) 

but then Eq. (45) shows that roy becomes infini~, 

violating the small spin velocity approximation of 
Eq. (34). For tt.if < -if, the effective viscosity 
becomes negative. Could this be the cause for flow 
reversal reported with travelling magnetic fields l

•
2? 

It may also be noted in Eq. (45) that the singularity 

for To:F. 0 when a.= 2(. so that my (x) becomes 

infinite, but again violating the small spin velocity 
approximation. 

Goverbing non-linear differential equations 
With if' =0, Eq. (29) can be rewritten as, 

... (49) 

Then substituting into Eq. (28), and recognizing 
that, 

d< Ty > = d< Ty > dmy 
... (50)

dx dmy di 
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Fig. 6--Real frequency 0 as a function of vortex viscosity ? 
for various positive, zero, and negative values of iitJf in (46) 

with magnetic field parallel to the duct axis. 

yields 

1 ai" 
dro -ffa-iy 

... (51)
dx = , +if d < Ty > 

1--- --"---
2'if do>y 


Similarly recognizing that 

dvz dvz dx--::::---- .. , (52) 
dID, dx dIDy 

results in 

<Ty>
-_--20>ydv z , 

--= --"-~-- ... (53)
dm, dooy 

dx 
In this form OOy can be considered the 

independent variable, so that Eqs (51) and (53) can 
be numerically integrated by the Runge-Kutta 
method and parametric plots can be made of 
V andoo versusx.z y 

Representative Solutions for Spin and Linear 
Velocities 
Transverse magnetic neld 

Magnetic field amplitude and frequency cause 
the ferrofluid effective viscosity of Eq. (46) to be 

different than the dynamic viscosity if of the 

carrier fluid. Here, the special case of a magnetic 
field is considered purely transverse to the duct 

axis so that, I iix 1= I, I ii z 1= O. To further simplify 

the algebraic analysis the special case is considered 
when the vortex and dynamic viscosities are equal, 

if ={ . Then solving Eq. (46) for the parameter a 

of Eq. (36) in terms of , =if and ifeff yields, 

Then solving Eqs (54) for fi results in fourth 
order biquadratic equation, 

fi4 +fi2[(1 + Xo )1+ 1-~ ]+[(1 +Xo)2+ ~] =0 

· .. (55) 

with solutions 

· .. (56) 

where 

· .. (57) 

The frequency fi versus , for various values of 

positive. zero and negative ifeff is plotted in Fig. 3 

for cases with fi real and positive. Solutions for 
negative. Fiefl fall in a region between the positive 

viscosity soluti\ms in the range of O'5.ifeff '5. .... Note 

that for a given fi and positive ifeff that there are 

two possible values of , while for a negative ifeff 

there is only one possible' . 

Once values of' and ifeff are .chosen, the value 

of frequency fi is determined from Fig. 3. To 
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18: 1= 0, 1Hz 1= 1 I s:t 1= 0, IlIz 1= 1 
n. 

..../~. 
... "~i 

F=~~~~::::::=!. J~ ~.........++. .....;-+
....:~~:::..::;g; ..:~""'---;",": . 
•1 

--~=~-:::::::::--.OS 
·It.ms 

... .01 
..1;'0 

Fig. 7--Representative non-linear and multi-valued spin velocity spatial distributions for various positive, zero, and negative 

values of iicfJ in a magnetic field parallel to the duct axis at frequency a=10. Spin velocity profiles for? values to the (a) 

right and (b) left of the iicfJ =0 curve in Fig. 6. 

determine the spin velocity spatial distribution by . 
numerically integrating Eq. (51), it is useful to 
realize that for the transverse magnetic field case 
that co y is an odd function of x-0.5 so that 
co y( x=0.5)=0 while vz is an even function of 
x-0.5. Then Eq. (51) can be solved for spatial 
distributions of spin velocity by' Runge-Kutta 
numerical integration from co y( x=0.5)=0 to yield 
non-linear and multi-valued solutions near x=0.5 
as shown in Fig. 4. For all plots in this paper 

numerical values of Xo=1 . and dIi' I di = 1 are 

used. In Fig. 4a spatial profiles of co y for fl =1 0 

for positive values of fjeff with , values to the 

right of the fjeff =0 curve in Fig. 3 are shown. In 
Fig. 4b spatial profiles are shown for positive and 

negative values of fjeff with' values to the left of 

the fjeff =0 curve in Fig. 3. 

The flow velocity distribution, v~ can then be 
numerically determined from Eq. (53) as a function 
of co y and parameterically plotted as a function of 
x. Representative plots are shown in Fig. 5 for' 
various positive, zero, and negative values of fjeff 
to also have multi-valued solutions near x=0.5. 
The essentially parabolic like profile is similar to 
that of usual Poiseuille pipe flow, but with 
magnetic field dependent effective viscosity. It 
may be noted that the multi-valued non-linear 
behaviour at the three locations centered at i =0.5 

are easily seen for fl and fjeff solutions to the left 

of the fjeff =0 curve in Fig. 3 and less easily seen 

for curves to the right of the fjeff =0 curve in Fig. 3. 

These multi-valued solutions are probably non
physical due to the assumption that fj' =0 and due 

to flow instabilities. However, they do point to the 
possibility of unusual flow behaviour. 

Axial magnetic field 
Here it is considered that the special case of a 

magnetic field purely parallel to the duct axis so 

that I Bx I =0, Iiiz 1=1. The algebraic analysis is 

continued to be simplified by assuming the special 
case when the vortex and dynamic viscosities are 

equal fj =r Then solving Eq. (46) for the 

.parameter a of Eq. (36) in terms of , and 

fjeff yields 

Then solving Eq. (59) for Q results in a fourth 

order biquadratic equation; 

54
+ 5 2

[ (1+Z0)2 + 1-~} (Zo + 1)2(1+ ;;) = 0 

... (59) 
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.,.. 
-uo • ........ ··.I ......OS 

--'{;;jj':!::'-- .02$ 

Fig. &--RepresentQtive non-linear 3.!ld multi-valued flow velocity spatial distributions for various positive, zero, and negative 

values of TicjJ in a magnetic field transverse to the duct axis at frequency 0 =10. Flow velocity profiles for? values to the (a) 

right and (b) left of the iieff =0 curve. in Fig. 6. 

IB:r 1= 0, 1Ht. 1= 1 

<.p 

with solutions given as Eq. (56) with 

. b = [(1 + %0)2 +1- tJ 
... (60) 

c=[(%o+lf(l+ ~~J] 
The frequency n versus t; for various values 

of1feff is plotted in Fig. 6 and is similar to form to 
the curves in Fig. 3 for the transverse magnetic 
field case. 

Once values of? and 1f elf are chosen, the value 

of frequency n is determined. To determine the 
spin velocity spatial distribution by numerically 
integrating Eq. (51), it is again true that for the 
axial magnetic field case that ii) y is an odd 
function of i while Vz is an even function of i. 
Following the same procedure as mentioned above 
the spatial distributions of spin and linear 
velocities are found by Runge-Kutta numerical 
integration to again· yield non-linear and multi
valued solutions near %=0.5 as shown in Figs 7 
and 8. 

Linearly polarized and rotating uniform magnetic fields 
Other interesting special cases to be examined 

in the future are when Ex and iiz are both non
zero. Linearly polarized magnetic fields occur 

'~B:r: 1= O,IHt.I= 1 
:r: 

1D"la J. fH.Ia I fWp-1Ic/t 

Fig. 9-Real frequency 0 as a function of vortex viscosity 

? for various positive, zero, and negative values of iieff in 

(46) with linearly polarized or rotating magnetic field with 

I Hz 1= I and I J.loBx 1= I. 

when these two field components are in phase, 
while rotating fields result if these two field 
components are 900 out of phase, for example if 
one component is pure real and the other is pure 

imaginary. As two special cases, consider Ex =1 

and iiz =1 for linearly polarized magnetic fields 

and Ex = 1 and iiz = j, for a rotating magnetic 

field. For both cases, IExl liizl = 1 so that from 

Eqs (36) and (46), 
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with governing equation for 0 as 

-04 + ij2 [(1 + .lO)2 +1- -:: ] 

+[Uo + 1)2(1 + ;;)+ ;;]~O 
with solutions given as Eq. (56) with 

b = [(1 + .lo)2 + 1,- -:: ] 

c =[<z. +1)'(1:' :;)+:;] 

the spin and linear velocities are no longer 
respectively odd and even distributions in space. 
Thus, more. intensive numerical work is necessary 
to solve for the spin velocities as iiiy(i = 0.5) * 0 

so that no initial value of iiiy is known to allow 

Runge-Kutta numerical integration of Eq. (51) to 
begin . 
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fifllf is plotted in Fig. 9 and is similar to fonn to the 
curves in Figs 3 and 6. The solution method for 3 

spin and flow velocities for these cases is more 4 
complicated than for the rust two cases when 
either the transverse or axial field componmt was 5 

zero so that To in Eq. (35) was zero. ~en both - 6 

field components are non-zero, then To * 0, and 
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